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The correspondence between Gaussian stochastic processes with values in a 
Banach space E and cylindrical processes which are related to them is studied. It is 
shown that the linear prediction of an E-valued Gaussian process is an E-valued 
random variable as well as the spectral measure of an E-valued Gaussian stationary 
process is a Gaussian random measure. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The linear prediction of an “unknown value” of a random variable with 
values in an infinite-dimensional space E may represent an ideal object, 
which is a linear operator from the dual space E* into the space of scalar 
random variables. It is often interesting to know whether the prediction is a 
random variable with values in the initial space E. 
We show that if the stochastic process under prediction takes values in a 
Banach space E and it is Gaussian, then the prediction is an E-valued 
random variable (Theorem 4.1). In the proof of this fact we essentially use 
some properties of Gaussian covariances which are of interest in itself 
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(Theorem 2.2). We discuss the correspondence between L2-stochastic 
processes with values in E and cylindrical processes which are in a natural 
way related to them. We obtain also a full description of the covariance 
function of E-valued Gaussian processes for the case when E is a Banach 
space with an unconditional basis (Theorem 3.4). The presentation of results 
does not depend on the fact whether E is real or a complex Banach space. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let E be a Banach space. By random variables (E-variables) with values 
in E we mean Bochner measurable mappings of a probability space (0, B, P) 
into E. An E-variable X(o) has the weak second order if for each x* E E*, 
x*(X(.)) E &(a, B,P), and it has the strong second order if ]]X(.)]] E 
L,(G B, J’). 
Let X(e) be a weak second-order random variable with values in E. In a 
natural way we can define an operator TX: E* -+ L,(R, B, P); 
T,x* =x*(X(.)). (l-1) 
From the cased graph theorem it is easy to deduce that the operator TX E 
L(E*,L,(Q)), that is, TX is a continuous linear operator from E* into 
L,(f2, B, P). We say that the operator of the form (1.1) is generated by a 
random variable X(.). We shall consider only variables with lEX(.) = 0. 
Linear continuous operators from the dual space E* into the space 
L,(s2, B, P) of classes of equivalence of measurable real-valued functions are 
called cylindrical random variables with values in E. We say that a cylin- 
drical random variable T has second order if it belongs to the space 
L(E*, L*(Q)) of linear continuous operators from E* into L,(R, B, P). The 
covariance operator of a cylindrical random variable T is defined by R = 
r*T, cf. [8]. R maps E* into E **. If T has form (l.l), then the covariance 
operator R can be defined by the formula 
(Rx*)(Y*) = ~x*(x(*)) Y*(x(*)). (1.2) 
In this case R is called the covariance operator of the E-valued random 
variable X(. ). It follows from the definition that R is non-negative 
(Rx*)(x*) > 0 for each x* E E* and symmetric (Rx*)(y*) = (Ry*)(x*) for 
all x*, y* E E*. It can be shown [7], cf. also [lo], that if R is the covariance 
operator of E-valued random variable X(a), then R(E*) c E. 
Every non-negative symmetric operator R: E + E* can be represented in 
the form R = rCT, where T E L(E, H)nd H is an auxiliary Hilbert space. 
Moreover, if H is minimal, i.e., H= T(E), then the factorization is unique up 
to unitary equivalence. The Hilbert space H can be chosen as a separable 
space if and only if R(E) is separable [2]. 
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Every cylindrical E-valued random variable T defines the cylindrical 
measure on E. Namely, consider a cylinder 
c xT ,..., x;(D(n)) = {x E E: (x;(x) ,..., x,*(x)) E Dtn)}, 
where XT,..., x,* E E* and DC”) is a Bore1 subset of the Euclidean space R”. 
Then the cylindrical measure ,u~ connected with the operator T is defined by 
the equality 
cLTtCX~,...,X; (D’“‘)) = P(o: (TX?,..., TX;) E D’“‘}. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 [3]. Let E be a separable Banach space. Then a cyiin- 
drical random variable T is representable in the form (1.1) where X(e) is an 
E-valued random variable of weak second order if and only if puT can be 
extended to the o-additive measure defined on the o-algebra generated by 
cylinders of E. 
Gaussian measures or variables are usually studied only on real Banach 
spaces, but it is also interesting, for example, from the point of view of 
stationary processes, to consider them on complex Banach spaces. Let E be 
a complex Banach space and E* the space of linear continuous functionals 
on E. The covariance operator R of a weak second-order random variable 
X(.) in a complex Banach space is given by the following formula which is 
analogous to (1.2): 
(Rx*)(Y*) = ~*tx(~))~*txt~)). 
Consequently, R : E* + E is an antilinear operator (R (ax + by) = 5R (x) + 
bR(y), a, b are complex numbers, x, y E E). It is Hermitian (Rx*)(y*) = 
(Ry*)(x*) and non-negative (Rx*)(x*)> 0. As before a non-negative and 
Hermitian operator R has a factorization R = r*T, T E L(E*, H), where 
now (T*h)(x) = (TX, h), x E E*, h E H and the adjoint operator P is 
antilinear. 
We define a Gaussian variable X(.) in a case of complex Banach space E 
by the natural way, i.e., for each x* E E*, x*(X(.)) is a complex Gaussian 
variable. Let us recall that a complex variable r is said to be Gaussian if 
where c, and 5, are independent and identical distributed real Gaussian 
variables. By a standard complex Gaussian variable we mean 5 for which 
lE< = 0 and IE ] (1’ = 1. The covariance operator of an E-valued Gaussian 
random variable is called Gaussian covariance. 
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2. SOME PROPERTIES OF GAUSSIAN COVARIANCES 
The presentation here is not dependent on the fact whether E is real or 
complex. We begin with the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R: E* + E be a symmetric non-negative operator 
with the separable range. Then (Rx*)(x*) admits the representation 
@x*)(x*) = $, Ix*(a,)l’, for each x* E E*, 
where ak E E. 
ProoJ: We have the factorization R = r*T, where T E L(E*, H) and H 
is a Hilbert space. As we know [2], H may be chosen separable since the 
range of R is separable. Let (ek) be an orthogonal basis in H then 
TX* = F (TX*, fk) ek = ? (x*, Fe,) ek. 
kk, k*, 
Thus if we set 
ak=FekEE, 
we have 
@x*)(X*) = (TX*, TX*) = (T (x*, ak> eky T  cx*? an> en) 
= x t(x*, ak)i29 for each x* E E*. 1 
k 
Now suppose that X(.) is a Gaussian E-variable and TX be generated by X 
as in (1.1). TX maps E* into a Gaussian subspace HG c L,(Q, B, P). Let us 
recall that a subspace HG is called Gaussian if it consists of Gaussian 
random variables only. If E is a separable space, then R = CT, has the 
separable range and as before P may be chosen separable. Take an 
orthogonal basis in ti, 
ek = Yk@h k = 1, 2,..., 
representing a sequence of independent scalar-valued standard Gaussian 
variables. By (2.1) we have 
X*(x(W)> = TAX*) = g X*(ak) &h-), 
k=l 
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where the series is convergent in L,(R, B, P). According to the Ito-Nisio 
theorem [5 ] the series 
ww>= 5 &Y,(w) (2.2) 
k=l 
is a.s. convergent in E, which establishes the well-known series decom- 
position for mean zero Gaussian E-variables. 
The following fact is known (see, for example, [l] or [4]). Since it is a key 
property of Gaussian covariances which we shall often use, we propose one 
of its possible transparent proofs. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let R: E* + E be a Gaussian covariance and let 
R,: E* + E be a symmetric (Hermitian) non-negative operator such that 
@,x*)(x*) < @x*)(x*) 
for all x* E E*. Then R, is also a Gaussian covariance. 
ProoJ Let us write R - R, = R,, where R, is a symmetric (Hermitian) 
non-negative operator. By Proposition 2.1 we have for each x* E E*: 
(R,x*)(x*) = 2 Ix*(a:)12 and (R2x*)(x*) = ‘? Ix*(a:)I’, (2.3) 
k=l k,, 
where (a:) and (a:) are sequences of vectors from E. Thus if we set 
we have 
I 
C2k- 1 = ak and elk = a:, (2.4) 
(Rx*)(x*) = F Ix*(ck)12. 
kk, 
Now let us consider a sequence of independent scalar-valued standard 
Gaussian variables (yk). If we put 
TX* = f x*(ck) Yk, x* E E*, 
k=l 
then T*T = R. Since by the assumption R is a Gaussian covariance, then the 
cylindrical Gaussian measure on E defined by T has an extension to a u- 
additive Gaussian measure. By Proposition 1.1, the operator T is represen- 
table in the form (1.1) and hence by the Ito-Nisio theorem (compare (2.2)) 
the series 
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is as. convergent in the norm of E. Moreover, it is unconditionally 
convergent in L,(R : E). Thus for any sequence (A,J such that sup, [A,/ < co 
the series Cp! i l,c, yk is also a.s. convergent in E. If we put 
1 Zk-I = 1 and l,, = 0, 
then by (2.4) the series X2= i a:y,,- r a.s. converges in E to the Gaussian E- 
variable x(o). Consequently by (2.3), R, is the covariance operator of x(w), 
which shows that R, is a Gaussian covariance. 1 
In the sequel we shall use the following lemma which is a corollary from 
Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let X(.) be an E-valued Gaussian random variable with the 
covariance operator R. Let T: E” + L2(R) be the operator generated by a 
in the form (1.1) and let A be a continuous linear operator from H = TE* 
into some Gaussian subspace HG. Then there exists an E-valued Gaussian 
random variable Y(.) such that 
(ATx*)(.) = x*(Y(w)). 
Proof Let us look at the following commutative diagram. 
E* R + E 
T  
I T 
H\ AHi 
HG c L2(R) 
The operator A D T: E* -+ L*(O) defines on E a cylindrical Gaussian 
measure ,U with the covariance operator R, = (A 0 T)*(A 0 T). 
Since for x* E E* we have 
(R, x*)(x*) = 11 A o TX* II2 < 11 A [I2 )( TX* 11’ = 11 A II’(Rx*)(x*), 
thus Theorem 2.2 yields that R, is a Gaussian covariance, i.e., the cylindrical 
measure ,u extends to a u-additive measure on E. Hence by Proposition 1.1 
the cylindrical random variable A o T is representable in the form: 
A 0 TX* = x*(Y(w)), 
where Y(a) is a Gaussian random E-variable. 1 
The following example shows that assumption “X(.) is an E-valued 
Gaussian random variable” in Lemma 2.3 is an essential one. 
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EXAMPLE 2.4. Let E be a real separable Hilbert space, (e,J an 
orthonormal basis in E, and (Y,J a sequence of independent real-valued 
standard Gaussian variables. Consider a variable 
X(.) = G 
k:1 
p(dl )1,2 l,,C) Yk(.) eky 
k 
where ldk(.) is the indicator function of the measurable set A,, P(A,) > 0, 
A,n A,, # 0, when k # n, Ckm,, P(A,) = 1, and for each k, k = 1,2 ,..., the 
random variables lAk(.) and yk(.) are independent. 
Let H, c L,(R) be the closure of the range of the operator T generated by 
X and let A be an isometry mapping H, onto p c&(Q), the closed 
subspace generated by the sequence (yk). It is easy to see that the covariance 
operator of X is the identity operator I. It follows that the operator AT: E* -+ 
L&2) cannot be represented in the form @TX*)(.) = x*(Y(.)). In fact, if 
such a representation exists, then E-variable Y(q) is Gaussian and its 
covariance operator R, = R, = I. But this is impossible since the covariance 
operator of a Hilbert space-valued random variable should be nuclear. 
3. COVARIANCE FUNCTIONS OF GAUSSIAN PROCESSES 
Let E be a Banach space and S an arbitrary set. A stochastic process with 
values in Banach space E and with index set S is a family of random E- 
variables {X,, s E S}. An L*-stochastic process is a family of weak second- 
order random E-variables. A family {T,, s E S} of cylindrical random 
variables (T, E L(E*, L,(Q)) is called a cylindrical stochastic process. From 
now on we shall consider only cylindrical stochastic processes having second 
order, i.e., T, E L(E*, L*(Q)) for each s E S. 
Each L2-stochastic process {X,, s f5 S} generates by formula (1.1) the 
corresponding cylindrical stochastic process. However, we note that if E is 
an infinite-dimensional space, then there exist cylindrical processes which are 
not generated by any L*-stochastic process with values in E. 
A stochastic process {X,, s E S} with values in E is Gaussian if for each 
finite collection of sr,..., s, E S and XT,..., xz E E* the following scalar- 
valued random variable 
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has a Gaussian distribution. A cylindrical stochastic process {T,, s E S) is 
called Gaussian if 
is a Gaussian scalar-valued random variable. 
The covariance function R(., .) of a cylindrical process (T,, s E S) is 
defined by the formula 
R(t, s) = CT,. 
The covariance function of L2-stochastic process with values in E is defined 
as the covariance function of the corresponding cylindrical process. 
The following propositions are easy to prove. 
PROPOSITION 3.1 (cf. [2]). A kernel R: S x S + L(E*, E**) is the 
covariance function of a cylindrical process (T,, s E S) fl R is positive- 
definite in each of the following two equivalent senses: 
(1) Vn, sr ,..., s, E S, xT,...,xt E E* 
5 @(s,, s,) x:)(-$9 2 0; 
iJ= I 
(2) h A 1 ,..., A,, E L(E*, E*), s, ,..., s, E S and Vx* E E* 
,$, (AfR(Si, S/I A’x*)(x*) a O’ 
PROPOSITION 3.2 (cf. [9]). If R is a positive-definite kernel R : S x S -+ 
L(E*, E**), then there exists a Gaussian cylindrical process {T,, s E S} such 
that 
R(t, s) = CT,. 
Moreover, this process is unique up to unitary equivalence. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. A kernel R: S x S + L(E*, E) is the covariance 
function of a Gaussian stochastic process with values in E t# 
(a) R(., .) is positive-definite, 
(b) for every s E S, R(s, s) is a Gaussian covariance. 
Proof: Only suffkience needs the proof. By (a) and Proposition 3.2 we 
may find a cylindrical Gaussian process {T,, s E S} such that CT, = R(t, s). 
Moreover, for each s E S the operator T, maps E* into a Gaussian subspace 
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of L&2). Thus by (b) and Proposition 1.1, T, is representable in the form 
(1. l), i.e., T,x* = x*(Y,(w)), where Y,(W) is an E-valued Gaussian random 
variable. Consequently R(t, s) is the covariance function of the Gaussian 
stochastic process {Y,, s E S}. 1 
Now we can use a general description of Gaussian covariances in Banach 
spaces with an unconditional basis [ 1 ] to realize condition (b) of the last 
proposition. It allows us to establish the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let E be a Banach space with an unconditional basis (ek) 
and S be a parameter set. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) E does not contain 1% uniformly’; 
(2) a kernel R: S x 5’ + L(E*, E) is the covariance of E-valued 
Gaussian stochastic process lfl 
(a) R is positive-deJnite, 
(b) for each s E S the series 
F 
kti, 
[(R(s, s) ef)(e~)]“” ek 
is convergent in E. 
4. PREDICTION OF GAUSSIAN PROCESSES 
The problem of linear prediction of cylindrical processes in Banach spaces 
was intensively studied, especially for the stationary case, see [2, 6, 9] and 
references therein. 
Let us recall that the linear prediction TV,, of a cylindrical process 
{ T,, s E S] in the point v based on observation from a set Z c S is defined 
by 
T”.Z = pm, o T”9 (4.1) 
where PHCz, is the orthogonal projection in L,(Q) onto closed subspace 
H(Z) = v T,E*. (4.2) 
SEZ 
For motivation and other comments we refer to [2, 91. The linear prediction 
of an L2-stochastic process with values in a Banach space E is defined as the 
’ A Banach space E does not contain 1; uniformly if there exist E > 0 and n such that the 
Banach-Mazur distance d(E,, &) > 1 + E for each n-dimensional subspace E, c E. Examples 
of such spaces are I,, L,, 1 Q p < co. For more detail we refer to [ 1 ] and references therein. 
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linear prediction of the corresponding cylindrical process. However, we 
would like to show that for Gaussian stochastic processes their linear 
prediction is representable in the form (1.1). 
THEOREM 4.1. Let {X,, s E S} be an E-valued Gaussian stochastic 
process. Then its linear prediction FL.,, is generated by an E-valued Gaussian 
random variable .f “,=, i.e., 
<~“,,zx*>w = x*v”,,(~)) for each x* E E*. 
Proof. Since (X,, s E S} is a Gaussian stochastic process, the space 
H(Z) defined by the corresponding cylindrical process T, as in (4.2) is a 
Gaussian subspace of L,(32) and 
P HcZj: T, E* + H(Z). 
BY (4.1), f’u,, =PHcz, 0 T,. Hence using Lemma 2.3 we can find an E-valued 
Gaussian random variable Y(.) such that for each x* E E*(5?u,,zx*)(o) = 
x*(Y(w)) and it is sufficient to put J,,,(o) = Y(w). 1 
Remark 4.2. We note that by the similar arguments using Lemma 2.3 
one may obtain that for each E-valued Gaussian stochastic process 
{X,, s E S} the objects used in an orthogonal decomposition X, = Xi + X; 
and in the moving averages representation X, = Cz!-co V,A,-, (cf. [2, 91) 
are also representable in the form (1.1). 
Finally, let us consider E-valued Gaussian stationary stochastic processes. 
A simple example of such process is given by the following formula: 
where ak E E, {yk} is a sequence of independent identical distributed 
Gaussian variables and for each s E IR the above series is as. convergent in 
the norm of E. 
Recall, that a cylindrical process (T,, s E S} over a group S is called 
stationary if its covariance function R(s, t) depends only on s - t. If S is 
locally compact Abelian and R(t) is weakly continuous, then each cylin- 
drical stationary process T, has a spectra1 representation [2] 
7’s = I (~7 x> @i(&), s E s, (4.3) s 
where CD(.) is strongly u-additive orthogonally scattered measure with values 
in L(E*, L2(12)) defined on the Bore1 a-algebra of the dual group 3, see [2]. 
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THEOREM 4.3. If (X,, s E S) is an E-valued Gaussian stationary process 
over an LCA group S, then 
where Y(.) is a random measure defined on the Bore1 a-algebra of S such 
that 
(i) Y(A) is an E-valued Gaussian random variable for each A, 
(ii) Y(A,) and Y(A,) are independent tf A, and A, are disjoint, 
(iii) for each x* E E*, x*(Y(.)) is o-additive function with values in 
Jxw* 
Proof. Let {X,, s E S) be an E-valued Gaussian stationary process and 
{T,, s E S} be its corresponding cylindrical process. {T,, s E S} as a 
stationary process has the representation (4.3). Remark that for the proof of 
this theorem it is sufficient to observe that the measure @(A) in (4.3) is 
generated by an E-valued Gaussian random variable for each A. For this let 
us recall that the measure @ is defined by the formula (cf. [2]) 
@P(A) = W) T,, (4.4) 
where F(A) is a spectral measure (orthogonal projection valued) in the time 
domain H, of the cylindrical process T, and e is a unit in S. By the 
assumption, T, is a Gaussian cylindrical process; consequently H, is a 
Gaussian subspace of L,(R). Since P(A): H,-+ H, and T,: E* + H, thus by 
(4.4) and Lemma 2.3 we conclude that there exists an E-valued random 
variable Yd(~) such that 
@(A) x* = x*(Y,(w)) for each x* E E*. I 
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